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Since I ventured into this very interesting and exciting Internet marketing business, I’ve bee

For many years friends and business associates have been seeking my input to assess, correct a

Having been immersed in the intriguing English language for about 4 decades and after writings

Despite myˆadvanced˜age (to some at least), Internet online business is relatively new and for

It has therefore been a very challenging, interesting and rewarding experience. Equally, theˆg

You must be agonizing yourself with questions in your mind at this juncture wanting to know wh

You see, I’ve found to my pleasant surprise that one of the best ways to drive traffic to your

Getting your own articles written, distributed and published on the Internet is one of the ver

Once you have become an author of an article with quality content, you become an instant autho

Chances of them signing up with you in one of your recommended business opportunities or buy o
You get the idea? Of course you do!
The question is how to write the relevant articles which might demand some of your effort and

If you have a flare in writing and enjoy doing it, you might decide to write your own articles

Of course you know now that I’ve chosen to do my own writing as it gives me a sense of achieve
The following e-mail is one of the many which I have been very delightfully receiving:

Date: Mon, 14 Nov 2005 14:37:53 -0800 (PST)
From: ArticleSubmission@linkgrinder.com Add to Address Book
To: Woonsungliang@*********
Subject: YOUR ARTICLE SUBMISSION - LinkGrinder.com
Dear Woon Sung Liang,

Thank you for submitting your article titled ’Come Blog with Me and Ride the Crest of The Blog
Thank you Again!
http://www.linkgrinder.com
Note the e-mail says ˆ.is now in the process of being indexed by the search engines..˜

Once my article is indexed by the search engines, it means that they (the search engines) love

By virtue of the Internet etiquette, authors quite often allow others to re-print their articl

Hence, through this simple process, your website could be spread like a virus. Many Internet m

The next question is how can you ensure that your articles will reach the maximum amount of po

I normally submit my articles to Article Directories, Article list/Newsletters and Ezine Direc

Organizations who charge a fee for doing this are using software that allows them to submit ar

I hope you now realize the power of writing in creating wealth in your Internet business. If y

If you’re one of those who’re still groping in the dark not knowing whether or when to start y
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